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Be the lead technology company!
Enhance your business!

Beneﬁts

 Able to be both a receptionist or a  Enhanced product information
shopping guide, helping the human  Helping customers ﬁnd the
staff with their day-to-day activities
products they need
 Attract more shoppers and
effectively controls the labor costs

Functions

Retail

 Using MPS to upload information  Answer questions
about the store, products and a  Looking for customers in need
survey for customers
of help
 Receptionist
 Tell customers about the store’s
latest information and special
 Help with store directions
offers
 Shopping guide

Beneﬁts

 Attracted more foot trafﬁc
 Improved customer experience
(ordering,paying and dining with
robot)

Functions

Hospitality
 Robot services impressed the
customers
 Cost effective when compared to
the cost of human labor
 One-key call for a human staff
member
 Help customers with directions
 Wait-staff and receptionist

 Places and order on line
 Pays for the order
 Entertainment
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Communicate
with people
on general and
narrow topics

Its linguistic database contains more than 100,000
speech modules in 7 languages, communication via
neural networksis also available

Answer
specialized
questions

The question-answer and neural network system allow
us to construct dialogues that make sense

Broadcast
various
materials on
their display

During communication, the robot is able to display
photos, videos or open websites

Make analytical
Robots see visitors and provide information
reports about
about the number, sex, age of the guests
visitors
Perform
business
tasks

Integrate with 1C- ERP system, CRM systems, customer
accounting systems and other software of the company

Work with
third-party
devices

For example, with payment terminal,
printer, light and other gadgets

Technology. Creativity. Collaboration.
Your RaaS provider. We sell and rent humanoid service robots. Tailored for your needs.

Functions Beneﬁts

Education
 Improves kid’s participation and
motivation in school activities
 Kids were eager to learn more

 Offers hi-tech hardware devices for
kindergarten classrooms

 Teaching assistant and kids
playmate
 Tells stories, sings, dances,
plays games etc

 Presents real-time,online content
 Tool for teaching
 Instant communication with
telepresence

Functions Beneﬁts

Healthcare
 Helps lead to accurate diagnosis
 Making pharmacies easier to
navigate

 Helping people take care of their
loved ones

 Reminds people of medicine
-taking or a doctor appointment
 Helps with patient reception in
the hospital

 Monitors heart rates and other
vitals
 Doctor or pharmacist assistant
 Caretaker

www.bucharestrobots.com
0721 678 764 / 0723 299 844
robot@bucharestrobots.com
19 -21 Mihai Eminescu Street, 5th ﬂoor, Room 510, sector 1, Bucharest, Romania
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Smart Home
Needs
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3L3-NA

AM-3-L1A

This robot comes with an advanced voice interaction
system, high quality speakers, terriﬁc communication
functions and Alexa's smart IoT function,
making the robot the next member of the family.

The robot is the perfect blend of human and machine.
An ergonomic design ﬁtted with the latest technology.
Every interaction with the robot provides the optimum
robot experience.

The perfect human companion in places like restaurants,
hotels, bars and all kind of events, commercial spaces,
galas.The robot can welcome the customers, guide them
to their seats, introduce dishes and other information on
screen, take and deliver an order.

Humanoid
Beauty

With Amazon Alexa's smart system, you can ask the home

such as asking the robot to do a self-introduction.

of any appointments or tasks you have for the day, and more.
Amazon Alexa’s IoT functions enable you to control your
smart home appliances such as curtains, TVs, lights and
air-conditioners, etc. Just give your voice commands
to your robot butler.

The robot is not only able to recognize you and your
family members but also register visitors.
The robot will challenge unknown strangers.

Facial
Recognition

Equipped with a unique 3D camera and HD laser projector,
Magic
Audio-visual you will enjoy high quality home theatre and the immersive
Experience experience of games. Bring excitement to commercial

Make hands-free video calls to anyone who has an Amazon

Remote
Echo Show device, Alexa App, or the Sanbot Q-Link App.
Video/Audio
Make voice calls to anyone who has an Echo or Echo
Call

activities such as lectures or conferences.

Dot device.

Remote
Monitoring

Use the robot mobile App Q-Link to turn on robot’s
HD camera and control the robot to patrol and monitor
your house, child or pet, enabling you to immediately
detect any abnormal activity via mobile phone or PC.

MPS is a Multi-service Platform System that allows you to centrally
control and connect to your robots and your
Smart devices, use Cloud to connect business, and consumers,
collect and analyze data, create an IoT ecosystem, and view your
business from a new perspective.
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Cloud Storage
Task Conﬁguration
Content Sharing
Data Analysis
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Equipped with advanced sensor of the sixth generation, the

Restaurant
robot can precisely deliver meals to a speciﬁc location. It
Delivery
has an enhanced driving stability, smoothness and
Services

guaranteed that the dish doesn’t fall out.

Navigation
and
Positioning

With a high-level security obstacle-avoidance radar, a depth
perception and the latest navigation and positioning
technology, the robot can avoid obstacles during its delivery
and it can also attention people that are in the way.
The robot has been designed to identify the emotions of the

Emotion customer and to select the behavior best suited to the
situation. It will respond personally to the mood of the
and
Expression moment, expressing through the color of the eyes, tablet or

the tone of the voice.

MPS: One Program,
Inﬁnite Solutions

Task List
Parameter Synchronization
Information Transceiver
Real-time Control

Communication
& Coordination

The robot will respond to your voice commands such as

Voice
Interaction "Robot, play music". You can also chat with the robot easily,

robot to order some delicious takeout, give you the weather
Free
your hands forecast, help you ﬁnd the answer to a question, remind you

Smart
IoT
Function
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Delivery & Control

Delivery &
Synchronization

Robot App

Content Loading
Task Performance
Information and Data

